
Rupertiwinkel-Panoramatour

CYCLING TOUR

A bike tour through beautiful natural areas that offers many panoramic views of the Alps.

Starting point
Center of Fridolfing

Location
Fridolfing


distance:
26.0 kilometres 

duration:
01:50 hours


maximum altitude:
518 meters 

minimum altitude:
385 meters


altitude difference:
260 ascending 

altitude difference:
260 descending

Fridolfing - Hipflham - Kirchanschöring - Reschberg - Wolkersdorf - Tettenhausen - Bichelen - St. Coloman - Enhub - 
Fridolfing

A possible starting point for the circular tour is Fridolfing. The parish church of the Assumption of the Virgin Mary, which 
can be seen from afar, is the largest village church in Germany and is therefore also called the "Bavarian Cathedral".

Via the Götzinger Achen it goes to the center of Kirchanschöring with the "heavenly economy", the Saliterwirt and the 
"Goldweg", a tour of 20 buildings that were awarded by a competition jury. Then on to Dürnberg. At the edge of the forest 
there is a beautiful vantage point with a view of Kirchanschöring. You can book horse-drawn carriage rides at the 
Wagnerhof. The highest point of Kirchanschöring is at the Reschberg, which comes into view on the right-hand side. 
Suddenly there is a magnificent view of the Alps and parts of Lake Waginger and Lake Tachinger on the left.

At Wolkersdorf, the next stop on the Rupertiwinkl panorama tour, there is a bee trail. If you want to take a small detour 
from the tour, you can cycle to Gut Horn. The historic estate has a restaurant with a wonderful lakeside terrace, a mini golf 
course, boat rental and a sailing and surfing school.

At the junction in Bicheln, at a single tree with a rest bench, we recommend you take a look over your shoulder. You see: a 
grandiose view full of space. The entire extent of the Chiemgau and Salzburg Alps can be seen from here. Via a side road at 
the end of the forest, you can let your gaze wander over the Tenglinger lido . With its beautiful mountain panorama and 
idyllic location, it is one of the insider tips among lidos.

The most beautiful view is at the church of St. Coloman. Not far from here are two springs, the Fieber and the 
Augenbrünnl, which are said to have healing effects. Via small villages you get back to the starting point Fridolfing.

https://www.chiemsee-chiemgau.info/pfarrkirche-maria-himmelfahrt-fridolfing
https://www.chiemsee-chiemgau.info/strandbad-tengling
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